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Purpose of the item: 

To review and approve the changes made to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), 

(appendix 1), scheme of delegation (appendix 2) and management group terms of reference 

(appendix 3).   

Background and context   

The current Local Memorandum of Understanding and Constitution requires an annual review 

and contains clauses that tie it to 2017-18.  At the October 2017 SRA Board meeting the Board 

agreed that the 2017-18 MoU and Constitution should include the provision that elections for 

Chair and Vice-Chair should take place every two years at the Board meeting closest to that 

anniversary.   

The current MoU was rolled over from the previous MoU, save for minor updates in relation to 

personnel, dates and funding amounts.  This was on the basis that the government had 

expressed its commitment to legislation as soon as time could be found in the parliamentary 

timetable. The view was taken then that there was little justification for spending scarce 

resource on a full scale review of something that would be replaced, reasonably soon.  Since 

then it has become apparent that Brexit legislation will continue to dominate parliamentary time 

so it could be argued that a wholesale review of the MoU and Constitution, which may need last 

for some years, is warranted.  However existing provision exists for an annual review and so 

despite the change in outlook regarding the timing of precepting legislation, the argument 

against a wholesale review and revision remains.  As a result the approach taken is to revise by 

exception. 

At the March 23rd 2016 Board meeting, the Board’s view was that as district councils were 

contributing more to the SRA through council tax a Joint Scrutiny Panel, akin to that which 

scrutinises the Somerset Waste Partnership once or twice a year at the most critical and 

important times, but with a relatively light touch, should be set up.  It was felt that having a joint 

Scrutiny Panel would be an improvement because it would take up less officer time than 

requiring attendance at several different Scrutiny Committees.  The Board agreed to change the 

RECOMMENDATION 

The SRA Board is asked to:   

1. To note and approve the changes highlighted in yellow made to the Memorandum of 

Understanding, scheme of delegation and management group terms of reference 

since the matter was previously considered at the October 2017 Board meeting 

2. Agree that the existing SRA Memorandum of Understanding and constitution should 

be rolled over to 2018-19 without amendment, other than those changes set out 

below under ‘latest status’ 
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then current Scrutiny arrangements by creating, with the help of Somerset County Council’s 

(SCC) Monitoring Officer, a new joint Scrutiny Panel.  It was further agreed that SCC’s 

Democratic Services team would provide administrative support to the new Panel.   

The SRA Scrutiny Panel has met three times since its inception with the most recent on the 5th 

of February. The meetings have been well attended and there is considerable interest and 

commitment from the members.  Following the first two meetings members of the scrutiny panel 

expressed some frustration about 1. lack of clarity on role and procedures and 2. insufficient 

resource within SCC’s Democratic Services Team to support the Panel.  

Latest status  

The MOU, Scheme of Delegation and Management Group terms of references have now been 

updated to reflect the recommendations of the October 2017 Board meeting. The following 

points have been taken account of: 

 the October 2017 Board decision referred to above – Chair & Vice Chair arrangements.   

 changes in MOU dates to reflect new financial year  

 changes to personnel since the last MOU was agreed   

 recommends that in the event of the SRA ‘winding up’ all staff liabilities will, in the first 

instance, be met from remaining SRA funds (para 2.13.5) 

 recognition of who provides governance support to the Scrutiny Panel 

 

 Mgt Group ToR - clarification on Chairing arrangements for Management Group 

meetings  

 

The revised MoU and Constitution is attached with changes made since October 2017 

highlighted in yellow. Changes highlighted in yellow were approved by the mgt group at their 

meeting on the 16th February 2018 but have yet to be approved by the Board. 

The Scrutiny Panel’s terms of reference have now been agreed by the group. With regards 

support for Scrutiny Panel SCC’s Democratic Services Team delivered a Member training 

session in advance of the 5th of February meeting. It has been confirmed that Somerset CC’s 

Democratic Services will continue to provide support to the Scrutiny Panel.   

Recommendation:   

The SRA Management Group is asked to:   

1. To note and approve the changes highlighted in yellow made to the Memorandum of 

Understanding, scheme of delegation and management group terms of reference since 

the matter was previously considered at the October 2017 Board meeting 

2. Agree that the existing SRA Memorandum of Understanding and constitution should be 

rolled over to 2018-19 without amendment, other than those changes set out under 

‘latest status’ 
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